
Pfizer Confessed They Will Never Manufacture The FDA Approved Vaccine! They
Will Produce A New ‘’Tris-Sucrose formulation’’ mRNA Vaccine!

Description

It’s official, and Pfizer’s fully approved and experimental shot was fake!

The notorious experimental vaccine maker submitted an update to the CDC, confessing that its
originally licensed  ‘’Comirnaty’’ vaccine will never be distributed for use.

 

Pfizer has been supplying its version of the shot that had EUA by the FDA; zero Pfizer-branded
vaccines given in the US have been ‘’fully approved.’’

From the Pfizer Update, Jordan Schachtel stated:

“Pfizer received initial FDA BLA license on 8/23/2021 for its COVID-19 vaccine for use in individuals 16 
and older (COMIRNATY). At that time, the FDA published a BLA package insert that included the 
approved new COVID-19 vaccine tradename COMIRNATY and listed 2 new NDCs (0069-1000-03, 
0069-1000-02) and images of labels with the new tradename. These NDCs will not be manufactured
. Only NDCs for the subsequently BLA approved tris-sucrose formulation will be produced.”

The silent update came months after posturing by Pfizer and US public health officials, who said that
the vaccine was ‘’fully approved’’ and you should take it.

The shot had the credentials it needed. The FDA sent out two letters about the separate jabs, which
confused the public and helped in the fake-news manipulations.

Millions of Americans didn’t know if they should take the vaccine or not. The Biden Regime capitalized
on the FDA’s decision to try to increase uptake and quell vaccine hesitancy, and that worked.

The FDA’s fake approval served as a catalyst for the massive mandates by the Democrats, and it
increased the vaccine uptake by 36% (minus mandates).
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Researchers revealed that the series-completing vaccinations saw the largest increase of all.

The hope of accountability for this is a long shot.

Read what Dr. Malone said:

“It’s called Comirnaty… and it’s not yet available, they haven’t started manufacturing it or labeling it, 
and that’s the one that the liability waiver will no longer apply to. So the one that’s actually licensed is 
not yet available, and when it does become available, it will no longer have the liability shield. In the 
interim, the one that does have the liability shield is the Pfizer product.”

by Addison Wilson
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